HMS (Hotel Management System)
It is an ultimate software solution for Hotel management. This software is beneficial at
restaurants, hotels, motels, inns, resorts, lodges, hostel, cafeteria, military guest houses, ranch,
suites, apartments, breakfast operations, canteens at companies, schools, colleges etc.
Our product HMS “Hotel Management System “is a comprehensive software suite
consisting of the following modules,
MAIN MODULE

POS(Point of Sales)

SUB-MODULES

 Table Reservations
 Billing
 Bar Stock Maintenance

It generates reports such as daily sales, monthly sales, yearly sales, stock maintenance,
Chargeable and Non-chargeable Kitchen order token reports, pending kitchen order token,
pending bills and pending settlement and various other reports.

GENERAL FEATURES:
 Easy data entry
-The fields are clear and user understandable and hence can populate the values easily
 Well-organized reports
-The reports that are generated are very helpful for efficiently tracking the sales vs.
revenue of the restaurant business.
 Efficient user management based on role
-Provides password and privilege facility for ensuring security. The access rights are
limited from admin to different users.
 Database Back up facility and Recovery System.
-This is useful for effective disaster management in the restaurant.
 Effective billing and settlement tracking

-the user can easily keep track on the customer entry to the restaurant to the settlement of
the bill with our software package.
 Effective Inventory management
-the quantity of bar stock can be managed as per the purchasal of stock and sale to
customers.

MODULES

Main functions
 Kitchen order token generation
-individual KOTs are generated for chargeable and non-chargeable customers so that in
times of revenue verification, it helps the administration to differentiate the consumption
of amount spent for non-chargeable customers.
 Table reservations
-customers can reserve their tables for any occasion through a phone call and reservation
payment are made later.
 Table transfers
-For better customer satisfaction and based on the customer comfort, table transfer is
allowed while dining in case of any dis-comfort.
 Billing with various splits( Amount based split, quantity based split, category based
split)
-In amount based split, more number of bill split can be done and separate bills can be
generated
-In quantity based split, individual number of food items type ordered in turn can be split
up and payment can be made separately.
-In category based split, the bill split can be made by grouping particular group of
ordered items in separate and bills can be generated.
 Linking two or more tables

-While billing two or more table numbers can be linked and the billing process along
with group splits can be made and bills can be generated.
 Settlement made based on card/cash/both
-the customers are given various option of settling their bills. Either by full cash
settlement or by full card settlement or partial card and partial cash settlement can be
made by the customers.
 Bar stock maintenance.
- the quantity of bar stock can be managed in terms of measure of bottle, liters and
milliliters and the decrease or increase in bar stock is reflected as per the sale to
customers or purchasal of stock.
 Separate tracking of non-chargeable orders.
-This can be helpful in finding out the total amount of payment –free sales.
 Restoring of last bill in case of any technical errors
-in case of any technical disruptions or malfunction by the user, there may be errors, in
order to restore the last bill, this feature is included. This enhances recovery of the
session.
 Report view
-the various reports are generated for sales and stock tracking, management and decision
making. Some of the reports that are generated are as total sales report, daily sales report,
monthly sales report, yearly sales report, individual bar stock quantity tracking report, bar
stock purchase report, total NC sales report and various other reports are generated.

Add-on Functions
 User management(admin, staffs)
-Provides password and privilege facility for ensuring security. The access rights are
limited from admin to different users.

 Database management
- Provides password and privilege facility for ensuring security. The access rights are
limited from admin to different users.

MAIN SCREEN SHOTS OF HMS:
LOGIN SCREEN:

DASHBOARD:

KOT SCREEN:

BILLING SCREEN:

SETTLEMENT SCREEN:

BAR STOCK MAINTENANCE:

